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COME FOR LUNCH. Maxine Allen, telecom·
munication services. will be the speaker at the monthly
Brown Bag Lunch for classified staff at noon Wednesday (Feb. 1) in the Northeast Commons.
Following a brief presentation, staff who attend will
be given a tour of the Centrex building where they will

ha\•e the opportunity to view the University's telephone
equipment and answer the main switchboard.
The monthly luncheons are sponsored by the
Classified Staff Advisory Committee. All classified staff
are encouraged to attend.
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Faculty in five colleges receive research grants
Continued from page 1
a part-time associateship for "Dynamic
Gravitational Collapse and Primordial
Black Hole Formation;"
Lewis Fulcher, physics and astronomy,
a part-time associateship for "A Fully
Relativistic Model of Bound Quark·
Antiquark States;"
Roger Ptak, physics and astronomy, a
part-time associateship for "Ultraviolet
Emission Line Profiles in Seyfert
Galaxies;"
Dale Smith, physics and astronomy, a
part-time associateship plus $1,500 for
"Photometry of Distant Asteroids;"
Tsuneo Akaha, political science, a parttime associateship plus $400 for
"Japanese Rearmament: Public's Attitude
Toward Defense and Perception of
Threat;"
D.S. Chauhan, political science, $500 for
. "Binding Arbitration in Government:
Political. Legal and Economic
Ramifications;"
Kenneth Hibbeln, political science, $556
for "Coping with Practitioner Liability:
Risk Management and Administrative
Behavior;"
Christopher Geist, popular culture, $550
for "The Leadville Ice Palace of 1896:

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIAED EM?{.OYMENT
OPPORTUNmEs
·indicates that an internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Feb.6,1984
2-6-1
Custodial Worker
&
Pay Range 2
2-8-2
Plant Operations & Maintenance
Two positions
2-8-3

Library Assistant
Pay Range 4
Library/Information Services

2-8-4

Programmer Analyst 2
Pay Range 30
Computer Services

2-8-5

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
University Placement Services

CONTINUED VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Jan. 30, 1984
1·30-1
Groundskeeper 2
Pay Range 5
Plant Operations & Maintenance
1·30-2

Word Processing Specialist 1
Pay Range 25
Library
Permanent part-lime

Boosterism and Tourism in a Small Town
Environment;"
Marilyn Motz,, popular culture, a parttime associateship for "Lucy Keeler:
Images of Women Created by a Turn-of·
the-Century Amateur Photographer;"
William Balzar, psychology, a part-time
associateship for "Development of the
Survey of Organizational Norms;"
Michael Doherty, psychology, a parttime associateship for "The Influence of
Input Error and Feedback Error on
Inference and Prediction;"
Harry Hoemann, psychology, a part·time
associateship for "Communication Skills
of Deaf Children;"
Meredith Pugh and Ralph Wahrman,
sociology, a part-time associateship for
"Female Leadership in Task-Oriented
Groups;"
·
Edward Stockwell, sociology, a part·
time associateship for "Social
Epidemiology of Cancer Mortality in
Metropolitan Ohio;"
Jerry Wicks, sociology, a part-time
associateship for "Correlates of
Contraceptive Risk Taking;"
Pamela Benoit, speech communication,
a part-time associateship plus $972 for
"The Relationship Between Couples'
Arguing Styles and Marital Satisfaction;"
William Benoit, speech communication,
a part-time associateship plus $974 for
"Argument and Credibility Appeals in
Attitude Changes;"
Roger Colcord, speech communication,
a part-time associateship for "Continued
Investigation of Stuttering and Nonstuttering Children's Fluency: Dynamic
Aspects;"
Carl Holmberg, speech communication,
$1,200 for "Joshua Reynolds' Influence on
Other Neoclassical Theorists."
Receiving awards from the College of
Business Administration were:
M. Neil Browne, economics, a part-time
associateship for "The.Misuse of
Metaphysical Markets.in the Economic
Analysis of Law;"
Arthur Darrow, management, a part~lime
associateship for "The Relation Between

Satisfaction and Performance: A Meta·
analysis;"
Raymond Barker, marketing, $500 for a
"Survey of Ohio Marketing Research Field
Interviews."
In the College of Education awards
were granted to:
Rich Wilson, special education, a part·
time associateship for "The Relationship
between Computational Math Content
Presented in Commercial Texts and the
Actual Achievement of Secona and Third
Grade Students;"
Danielle Zinna, special education, a
part-time associateship and $164 for
"Good/Poor Reader and Aphasic Vowel
Digraph Study;"
James McKenzie, health, physical
education and recreation, a part-time
associateship for "A Study of the
Relationship between Health-Specific
Locus of Control and Health Behavior;"
Ina Temple, health, physical education
and recreation, a part-time associateship
for "Coincidence-Anticipation Behavior of
Participants in Youth Sports;"
Sara Derrick, home economics, $450 for
"Self-Concept, Family Structure and
Intelligence of Black Children within
Different Racial Contexts;"
· Deanna Radeloff, home economics. a
part·time associateship and $160 for
"Improvement of Physical Attractiveness
·through Color Analysis and Effects on
Self-Concept of Women in Mental Health
Treatment."
Receiving awards in the College of
Health and Community Services were:
Judy Adams, medical technology, $998
for "Mechanism of Hemolytic Transfusion
Reactions and Clinical Symptoms in
Animal Models;"
Robert Harr, medical technology, $975
for "Measurement of Lymphocyte
Activation by Polarography;"
Roudabeh Jamasbi, medical technology,

Datebook

Group skating lessons Exhibits
Northwest Ohio Regional Scholastic Art
to begin Feb. 8
Show, through Feb. 12, Fine Arts Gallery,
Group skating lessons for children
and adults will be given at the Ice
Arena beginning Feb. 8.
Half-hour sessions will be offered
for 10 weeks (through April 15) at a
cost of $33 per person. The fee
includes six free practice passes to
be used during scheduled public
skating sessions at the Ice Arena.
Skate rental is available at a cost of
50 cents for chttdren and 75 cents for
adults.
Lessons will be given on
Wednesday evenings and Saturday
and Sunday afternoons for all age
levels. For further information contact
the Ice Arena at 372-2264.

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Geography: Instructor. Contact Joseph C. Buford (2-2925). Deadline: May 1, 1984
Geology: Geophysicist (assistant professor). Cont<ict Richard D. Hoare (2·2886).
Deadline: Feb. 20, 1984
German and Russian: Instructor/assistant professor, Japanese. Contact Joseph Gray
(2·2268). Deadline: March 15, 1984
Library: Chair, Information Services. Contact Sharon Rogers (2·2856). Deadline: Jan.
31, 1984
-Mathematics and Statistics: Visiting professor. Also, assistant professor. Contact Vi·
jay Rohatgi (2-2636). Deadline: Feb. 20, 1984
Philosophy: Visiting professor. Contact Jeffrey Paul (2·2680). Deadline: April 15, 1984
Political Science: Assistant professor. Contact chair, Search Committee (2·2921).
Deadline: March 1, 1984
Psychology: Assistant professor. Contact Donald DeRosa (2-2301). Deadline: March
15, 1984
Speech Communication: Assistant professor. Contact chair, Search Committee, radiotelevision-film (2·2138). Deadline~ Feb. 20, 1984
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Biological Sciences: Research assistant. Contact Stan Smith (2-0259). Deadline: Feb.
2, 1984
Health and Community Services: Coordinator of nursing. School of Nursing. Contact
Edward Morgan (2-0242). Deadline: Feb. 10, 1984

$1,500 for "Analysis of Surface Proteins
and Circulating Tumor Antigens of a
Mouse Stomach Carcinoma Using
Heterologous Anlisera and Monoclonal
Antibodies."
In the library, an award was made to:
Frances Povslc, $998 for ·'Yugoslavia in
Children's Books."
In the College of Musical Arts awards
were made to:
Boris Brant, performance studies, a
part-time associateship for "A Study of
the Sonatas for Violin by Paul Hindemith;"
Kenley lnglefleld, composition and
history, a part-time associateship for "A
Transcription for Euphonium and Piano of
the Concerto in G for Double Bass and
Orchestra by Giambattista Cimador;"
Ruth lnglefield, composition and
history, a part-time associateship for
"American Concerti for Harp;"
Richard James, composition and
history, $1,000 for "ONCE: Community·
Based Avant-Garde Arts Activity in Ann
Arbor in the 1960s;"
John Sampen, performance studies. a
part-time associateship for "Recording
Project - Faculty Saxophone Music;"
Donald Wilson, composition and
history, $984 for "Preparation of
Performance Materials for the World
Premier of Diagon for Orchestra by the
Bowling Green Philharmonia."
Selected for alternate funding by the
Faculty Research Committee were:
Nancy Kubasek, legal studies, for "The
Creation of the American Constitution as
a Formative Event in the Evolution of
Legal Paradigms;"
Bernard Sternsher, history, for "The
Scioto Marsh Onion Workers' Strike:
Hardin, County Ohio, 1934;"
Francis McKenna, political science, for
"Cable Television and Local Government:
A Case Study of Public Policy Making in
Northwest Ohio."

School of Art. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.
Free.
The juried exhibit features works by
junior and senior high school students
from 53 schools in 21 counties.
Watercolors by Lula Nestor, through
Feb. 5, McFall Center Gallery. Gallery
hours are 9 am. to 5 p.m. weekdays and
2·5 p.m. Sundays.
Folk Art Exhibit, through Feb. 12, Mileti
Alumni Center Gallery. Gallery hours are B
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 1:30-4 p.m.
Sundays.

Monday, Jan. 30
"The Zero Hour," and "Till Marriage Do
Us Part," Modern European Film Series, 7
p.m. and 9 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna
Hall. Free.

Tuesday, Jan. 31
"Sociology: Advanced Library Research
Seminar," 4:15 p.m., 126 Jerome Library.
University Skating Club, 8-10 p.m., Ice
Arena.

Wednesday, Feb. 1
Classified Staff Brown Bag Luncheon,
noon, Northeast Commons. Maxine Allen,
telecommunication services, will be the
guest speaker.
Undergraduate Council, 1:30-3 p.m.•
Alumni Room, University Union.
"Health, Physical Education and
Recreation: Advanced Library Research,"
4:15 p.m., 126 Jerome Library.
Basketball vs. Eastern Michigan, B p.m.,
Anderson Arena. For ticket information,
call 372-2762.

Thursday, Feb. 2
"The Search for Meaning in Education
in a Changing Society," a College of

Education colloquium featuring Maxine
Greene, professor of philosophy and
education at Columbia University
Teachers College, 1 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room.
Administrative Staff Council, 1:30 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union.
"Education: Advanced Library
Research,'' 4:15 p.m., 126 Jerome Library.
The Cambridge Buskers, an English
flute/accordion duo, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. The
performance is a University Artist Series
event.

Friday,

~eb.

3

''Teacher Preparation and Special
Populations," a presentation by Sue
Gavron, health, physical education and
recreation, 1:30 p.m., 215 Education Bldg.
The lecture is part of the Clinical
Laboratory's "Excellence in Teaching and
Leaming" series.
Bernard Linden, faculty violin recital, 8
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Saturday, Feb. 4
Mike Warnke. Christian comedian, 7:30
p.m., Anderson Arena. Admission is $1.
Tickets will be sold at the door.

Sunday, Feb. 5
Frances Burnett, faculty piano recital, 3
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Monday, Feb. 6
P.J. O'Rourke, former editor of the
"National Lampoon," a "tongue-in-cheek"
view of contemporary manners, 8 p.m.,
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Admission is 50 cents.
"Before Sunrise" and ''The Innocent,''
Modem European Film Series, 7 and 9
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

WBGU production
is best in nation
A WBGU-TV production has been
selected to represent U.S. public
television at the Golden Rose
International program competition
May 9-16 in Montreux, Switzerland.
The program, "Bishop Luers Swing
Choir Invitational 1983," was chosen
fros:iJ among 25 programs submitted
for screening. Selection was
coordinated by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.
A presentation of popular American
songs, "Bishop Luers Swing Choir
Invitational 1983" was taped in Fort
Wayne, Ind., in February 1983.
Featured are the six high school
swing choirs which competed as
finalists in the ninth annual contest
sponsored by Bishop Luers High
School in Fort Wayne.
A swing choir, composed of 14-24
singers and an accompanying
instrumental ensemble, includes
popular and contemporary song and
dance in its repertoire.
Denise Marland, WBGU-TV,
produced the program. Lewis
Freeman, New York City, was the
director.

Bowling Green State University

$300,000 grant to support activities
of Social Philosophy, Policy Center
The Social Philosophy and Policy
Center has received one of the largest
grants in University history, President
Olscamp announced Feb. 1.
A three-year $300,000 grant from
the Stranahan Foundation in Toledo
will be used to expand the activities
of the nationally known center.
Fred D. Miller, philosophy,
executive director of the center, said
the grant will provide additional staff,
including an assistant director; assist
in the center's move to a new campus
headquarters and make possible a
visiting scholar program.
Since it was formed in 1981, the
center has been one of Bowling
Green's most successful ventures,
attracting attention from some of the·
world's foremost social policy
scholars.
The Stranahan Foundation has
played an important role in the
center's development. "They provided
us with a $36,500 grant which really
got us started and in 1982 awarded

Grants stimulate growth
of Canadian studies program
Many Americans know very little
about their neighbor to the north. To
some, Canada is a far-off "foreign"
country; to others, it is just a
"suburb" of the United States.
Those are impressions that should
be corrected once a proposed
program in Canadian studies
becomes a reality at the University.
New courses are being added to
the existing curriculum and other
courses are being revised to include a
"Canadian slant" as the University
prepares to offer what will be Ohio's
first Canadian studies program.
The driving force behind such a
program is President Olscamp, a
Canadian by birth and now a
naturalized American citizen. Dr.
Olscamp encouraged the expansion
of study and research efforts in what
is perhaps the leading Canadian
studies program on the West Coast
when he was president of Western
Washington University from 1975-82,
and one of his early-announced goals
for Bowling Green was to establish a
similar program on campus.
Last spring Dr. Olscamp invited to
the University a group of scholars,
primarily from Ohio, with an interest
in Canadian studies. From that
meeting the Ohio Association for the
Study of Canada was established.
and Stuart Givens, history, was
elected president of the group, which
will hold its second meeting on
campus later this spring.
Other association officers include
Susan Litton of Ohio State University,
Dwight Smith of Miami University,
and Kenneth Davidson of Heidelberg
College.
The association's purpose,
according to Givens, is to serve as a
clearinghouse where information can
be exchanged on the current status
of Canadian studies. "We will
encourage and support interest in the
study of canada," he said, adding
that future plans call for the
presentation of scholarly papers ·and
publication of a newsletter.

February 6, 1984

the center $55,000 to support a major
conference and several publications,"
Dr. Miller said.
A.A. Stranahan Jr., president of
Champion Spark Plug Co. and a
trustee of the Stranahan Foundation,
said, "We are pleased to support the
center, which we expect to make a
major contribution to the intelligent
formulation of public policy in the
immediate future. We look forward to
the time that the Social Philosophy
and Policy Center at Bowling Green
State University will be the foremost
organization of its kind in the United
States."
Dr. Olscamp said he is "deeply
appreciative of the generosity of the
Stranahan Foundation and very proud
of the center's efforts which now
have resulted in nearly $1 million
being raised in the past three years."
He added that he is looking
forward to the creation of a visiting
scholar program which will attract
some outstanding authorities to
Bowling Green.
"It's a real tribute to Professor
Miller and to Dr. Jeff Paul (associate
director) and Dr. Ellen Frankel Paul
(research director), who are running
the program," he said.
Dr. Olscamp announced that the

expanding center will move to new
headquarters in the former Home
Management House on the south side
of campus. "When the renovation is
complete sometime next summer, the
Social Philosophy and Policy Center
will serve as a magnet for visiting
scholars who will be in residence
here, he said."
Dr. Jeff Paul added that the visiting
scholars will write and conduct
research while at Bowling Green in
addition to giving lectures. He said
students will benefit from the
program because the scholars will
also meet with them.
The $300,000 Stranahan grant, Dr.
Miller said, will hopefully attract even
more funding from other foundations.
"We are gratified that the Stranahan
Foundation is so supportive of our
work, and with this assistance we are
well on our way to becoming one of
the leading centers in the world.
"We already are one of the two
largest and most prominent
philosophy and public policy centers
in this country. The other is at the
University of Maryland," he said,
adding that the United States has
about 200 similar centers specializing
in ethics, social philosophy and the
analyzing of public policy issues.

A $5,000 grant from the Canadian
government has helped defray the
costs of establishing the association.
In addition, Canada has given the
Jerome Library materials in Canadian
subject areas.
Meanwhile, the University is moving
at a rapid pace in developing its own
Canadian studies program. Dr. Givens
noted that Bowling Green currently
offers four or five courses
specializing in Canada. Those
courses will be brought together
under the proposed program and will
provide a "good nucleus" for the
curriculum, he said.
More courses are in the offing.
This semester Ray Browne, popular
culture, is teaching the University's
first course on the popular culture of
Canada.
In his course, Dr. Browne is
emphasizing the differences in
Canadian and American culture, ·
which he says are "considerable."
"Most Americans don't see any
differences and regard Canadians as
being 'just like us,"' he says. He calls
Canada a "developing culture," which
still reflects the pioneer spirit which
the United States lost 30-40 years
ago. ··canadians are pretty
interesting people and we should get
to know and understand them better."
he adds.
Dr. Givens notes that most current
Canadian-related courses are offered
through the history and political
science departments, but courses in
geography, literature, folklore and
economics will be added to a
Canadian studies program.
Adding those courses may be
somewhat easier thanks to grants
recently awarded to three faculty by
the Canadian Embassy's public.
affairs division. The money is to be
used to conduct research and gather
materials for use in new courses or
for expanding existing courses for a
Canadian studies program.
Continued on page 2
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With the recent cold weather, employees at the heating plant have been
busy keeping the boilers burning. Eight to 10 truckloads of coal per day have
been delivered to the plant at the west side of campus. During the winter
months, the heating plant bums an average of 90 tons of coal each day to
produce the steam which heats most academic buildings and residence halls.
When the temperatures hover around the zero mark, however, some 110 tons
of coal are stoked in the boilers each day. And if you think your heating bill is
high, consider that the University pays $35-$.fO for each ton of coal it buys.

rrs BLACK HISTORY lllONnl. February is
Black History Month. and to celebrate. various
organizations on campus have scheduled art displays.
talent exhibitions and dances.
For details on scheduled events. which will center
around the theme "Moments in Ethnkity- Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow," contact the Student Development Office, 372-2642.

DO DROP IN. The Student Recreation Qmter's free
drop-in noon fttnt:ss ses&ioRS begin this ~ No
registration is necessary for the programs which include "Stretch and Flex." "Slimnastics" and
"Fit-For-All Aerobics."
The noon-time program "'ill meet from 12:15-12:45
p .. m. For further information on locations, contact the
Rec Center office, 372-2711.

From test tubes to tubas

Inventory staff knows 'where it's at'
If you ask the staff in inventory
management "what's new?" on
campus, they can probably tell you literally.
Nearly every major item purchased
by departments and offices passes
through the hands of the inventory
management personnel when it
arrives on campus. The staff there
receives new items at the warehouse,
"tags" them for inventory and
security, delivers them to the proper
office, moves them if necessary and
"recycles" them to other campus
offices or departments when they are
no longer needed by their original
owner.
Kathy Phillips, coordinator for
inventory management, describes the
entire area as a service to the
campus.
.
"Our only source of income from
departments is the fee we charge for
special services such as setting up
tables and chairs for a particular
activity," Phillips said, adding that
even for those events the only charge
is for equipment rental.
Major moving projects that can not
be handled by the two full-time
movers, Harold Friess and Ken
Deidrick, also result in some cost to
the department, Phillips said,
explaining that if students are hired
to assist with a move, the department
must pay the students' wages.
"We move everything on campus,
from a carton down the hall to entire
buildings," Phillips said. "If you want
something moved, we try to work it
into our schedule as quickly as we
can."
Another cost-saving area of
inventory management is the
warehouse which stocks large
quantities of canned food items,
paper products and custodial
supplies purchased at bulk discount
rates and stored until needed by
various campus areas.
Bill Small supervises the
warehouse, which stocks 4,490
different items. Canned food used by
the dining halls and cleaning supplies
used by the custodians are the major
items kept on hand, but Harold Dean,

Canadian studies
offerings expand
Continued from page 1
Frank Baldanza, English, has
received a $4,500 enrichment grant to
help develop a course in canadlan
fiction, and Marilyn Ferris Motz,
popular culture, has been awarded
$3,000 to assist with developing a
proposed course on the folklore of
the Great Lakes, which will include
"both sides of the border." Both
courses could be added to the
curriculum as early as next year.
Michael T. Marsden, popular
culture, also has received a $2,000
grant for research and travel In
Canada wti.ere he will gather
information that can be used to
expand a course he currently teaches
on popular entertainment.
Or.. Givens noted that the increase
In the number of courses dealing with
Canadian subject matter corresponds
with a growing Interest ~ students In
Canada.
'"
"We see-evidence all the time that
students want to know more about
Canada and Canadl~Amettcan
relations," he- said.

The 11 staff in the inventory management department have their hands full
keeping track of "what's new" on campus. In addition to maintaining a
computerized inventory of nearly every item within the University, the
department provides moving and delivery service, maintains a warehouse that
stocks 4,490 different items and recycles surplus equipment and supplies
within the University.
the receiver at the Park Avenue
facility, helps unload 10-20 semi·
truckloads of new products every day.
Jim Horine and Don Bowen assist
with the central stores operation.
In addition to the Park Avenue
warehouse, inventory management
maintains smaller warehouses on
Pike and Troup streets and a supply
shop of maintenance parts in the
Physical Plant. Larry Holland and Bob
Smith staff the maintenance shop,
keeping such things as plumbing
supplies on hand for use by the plant
operations and maintenance staff.
Two warehouse delivery trucks
transport items daily from the
warehouse to the dining halls and
other areas of campus, and that
delivery is the primary responsibility
of Marie Hafner, who handles
everything from a load of furniture to
a package of test tubes.
Before most items even leave the
warehouse, however, they are tagged
for inventory with a numbered
"Property of Bowling Green
University" tag.
According to Phillips, the state
requires that all items valued at $50
or more be accounted for in the
University inventory, and that means
that they be tagged and registered in
a computerized liSting of University
property. Departments are asked to
update their inventories once a year
and a complete report is then sent to
the office of the state auditor.

campus-wide, Phillips said, adding
that she keeps a running list of needs
in various areas and the surplus on
hand. She encourages departments to
contact her before buying some new
piece of equipment because often
she has that very item sitting in the
warehouse and available at no cost.
Surplus goods that are not recycled
within the University are sold at
public auction about once every year
to t8 months, she said.
The Board of Trustees recently
approved a new "Property Disposal"
policy which sets forth state
regulations about the sale of
University property.
According to the new policy, which
has been enforced for several years,
departments may transfer or sell both
inventoried and non-inventoried
property to other University
departments. When inventoried
property is transferred, however, the
department must notify inventory
management of the sale or transfer
so that records can be updated. No
University property can be sold off
campus except at the public auction.
There's a lot of paperwork to be
handled within the inventory
management area, and that
responsibility falls primarily to
Louella Spangler who keeps track of
what's In the warehouse and makes
sure the bills are all paid.
''We accomplish a lot with a very
small staff," Phillips said. Any
questions about the services offered
should be directed to her at 372·2121.

''We encourage departments to let
us know If they purchase some item
that should be tagged," Phillips said,
adding it Is to their own advantage
Gregg DeCrane, student
for security and property control to
organizations and new student
have equipment logged in the
University inventory.
programs, has been named acting
associate dean of students for
Phillips also -encourages
departments to "give up" items no
University student activities, Mary
Edmonds, vice president for student
longer in use so that they can be
· affairs, has announced. -The
"recycled" within the University.
appointment was effective Feb. 1.
University "surplus" is collected by
DeCrane, who will continue,as
inventory management and
redistributed to areas where there Is a director of student organizations and
new student programs, succeeds
need in an attempt to save money

ON THE UNE. Pre$ident Olscamp will be "On the
Line" during a live -broadcast ·&om the WBGU-1V
studios at 5:30 p.m.. Tuesday (Feb. 7). During the pro.
gram, which will be taped and rebroadcast at 11 :30
p.m., Dr. Olscamp will speak on topics o( general interest to the campus and local communities.
Questions may be phoned to the president during
the live broadcast by calling 372-0121.

Computer Bits

FOR SALE. The Graduate College has for sale to
departments and offices a 16-page Thomas Collator,
priced at $250 or best offer.
For further information contact Deb in the Graduate
College at 372-2791.

Faculty 8t Staff

University computer services will
offer another series of seminars for
faculty and staff during the spring
semester. The seminars are designed
to acquaint participants with general
computer topics as well as with
specific program options.
The following is the schedule for
seminars to be offered during the first
half of the semester:
~~.ur;:::
Introduction to Computer Facilities:
2:30-3:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 9, 128
Math-Science Bldg.;
Introduction to the DEC-20
Computer, 2:30-4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb.
10, 330 Math-Science Bldg.;
Introduction to APPLE II
Microcomputer, 9-10:30 a.m. Tuesday,
Feb. 14, Carnation Room, Union;
TV-Edit (Screen Editor for the
DEC-20, 2:30-4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 17,
330 Math-Science Bldg.;
Introduction to the IBM PC as the
Keypunch Replacement, 9-10:30 a.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 21, Carnation Room,
Union;
DSR {Text Formatter for the
DEC-20, 2:30-4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 24,
330 Math-Science Bldg.;
Applewriter II (Part 1), 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 2, 330 Math-Science
Bldg.
For further information or to
register for the sessions contact the
secretary in 238 Math-Science Bldg.,
372·2102.

Grants

compliance with state standards for colleges or
universities preparing teachers (Project 419).

Robert Guion. psyct\Qfogy. $9.125 from the
American Psychological Associafion. Inc .•
continued support for the Journal of Applied
Psychology which Or. Guion edits.

Daniel Panatt, environmental services. $8.329
from the City of Bowling Green for a litter
control project on campus.

Richard Kruppa and Victor Repp, technology.
$5.938 from the SME Manufacturing Engineering
Education Foundation to purchase an EMCO
Compact 5 CNC Lalhe for classroom use and to
provide support to Or. Kruppa for professional
travel to attend technical seminars_

A.L Milliron. management support services.
$60.440 from the Private Industry CouncilfToledo
Area Employment Training Consortium. to add
an additional class of 30-35 participants to the
Food Service and Hospitality Management
Training Program coordinated on campus.
Douglas C. Necl<ers, chemistry. S35.000 from
the National Science Foundation to fund the
purchase of an IBM IR/32 Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectrophotometer to support
undergraduate departmental research programs.

Sandra Packard and Donald Chase, education.
$146244 from the Ohio Dept. of Education to
continue activities designed to effect

Lake Erie prize
awarded to institute

Student development
topic of symposium
A symposium designed to examine
the issues related to the moral and
ethical development of college
students will be held from 2:30-4:30
p.m. Wednesday (Feb. 8) in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
The conference, which will feature
a presentation on "Character
Development in the College Years" by
John Whiteley, vice chancellor of
student affairs at the University of
California-Irvine, will focus on
changes that occur in students'
values, their sensitivity to the moral
implications of the decisions they
make, and the experiences that help
students learn to think and act in an
ethnical manner.
"10
Questions to be addressed during
the symposium include ''What is the
role of the university regarding students' moral and ethical
development?;" ''What constitutes
moral and ethical development in
young adults, as well as in adults in
general?;" "To what degree does this
type of development occur among
college students?;" "What types of
collegiate experiences promote or
inhibit the moral and ethical
development of college students?"
In addition to the presentation by
Dr. Whiteley, responses will be given
by Thomas Klein, English, and Don
Schweingruber, dean of students at
Bluffton College.

DeCrane appointed to activities post
Richard A. Lenhart who died Jan. 7.
Since joining the,, staff in 1969,
DeCrane has. been involved in a
variety of student activity programming. He received a.
.
University Achievement Award in 1975
and in 1982 he was presented a Hollis
A. Moore Award.
Or•.Edmond&· said a search
committee Is being formed to find a
permanent suecessor to Lenhart.

DATA CARDS WANTED. Departments and offices
on campus with data cards no longer needed in their
area are asked to notify computer services about the
surplus. Call 372-2911, exl 20.
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A year ago Ted Wakefield, a retired
Vermilion businessman, offered
$1,000 to anyone who could solve the
mystery of who discovered Lake Erie.
Last week the $1,000 prize was
"awarded" to the Institute for Great
Lakes Research because the judges
in the competition declared that none
of the entries submitted had qualified
for the cash reward. ·
Nearly 75 people entered the
competition, judged by a threemember panel including Richard
Wright, director of the Institute for
Great Lakes Research; Ed Dahl,
curator of early Canadian cartography
at the National Map Collection in the
Public Archives of Canada, and
Conrad Heidenreich, professor of
geography at York University in
Downsview, Ontario.
"No entry was accompanied by the
documented proof of discovery that
was stipulated in the contest rules,"
Dr._ Wright said, although,the contest
did produce two items of importance,
according to Wakefield.
One was a "marvelous review of
the Lake Erie question" by Father
Lucien Campeau, a Jesuit historian
from St. Jerome, Quebec. The other
was a map of the Lake Erie region
that few people knew existed.
Most historians attribute the
discovery of Lake Erie to either
Adrien Joliet in 1669 or Etienne Brule
in 1615. Existing maps dated much
earlier than 1669 easily disprove the
claim of Joliet. There Is much
evidence that suggests Brule, an
- agent for French trading companies,
did see Lake Erie in his extensive
travels, -but there is no conclusive
documentation of his discovery.
Wakefield admitted when he first
offered the prize that finding the true
discoverer -of Lake Erie was "a long
shot," since he himself has been
unsuccessfully searching for the
answer the past 15 years. ·
"So," he said, ''the end result is · ·
that due to the tight requirements of
documentation of the contest, we
have no new dlscoveter of Lake Erle.
The first documented discoverer
remains Adrien Joliet in 1669, even· though historians know the lake was
discoVered much earlier."
The $1,000 prlze.wlll-be·used by the
Institute for Great Lakes Research for

developmental purposes

Bruce Smith. cooperative education. $5,350
from the U.S. Dept. of Education to expand and
improve the on-campus and off-campus
promotion of the University"s Cooperative
Education Program.

..Systems of Explanation: Aristotle and Burke on
·cause:·· in Rheto11c Society Ouarterly. winter
1983.
H. Kenneth Hibbeln, political science. and D.S.
Chauhan, public admonistralion ...Practitioner in
Public Service Education: Perceptions of
Program Administrators:· in the American Review
ol Public Administration. summer 1984. The
article includes results of a survey conducted by
Ors. Hibbeln and Chauhan and funded by the
Graduate College.

Stan L Smith. biological sciences, $52.372
from the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. Dept. of Health and Humc.n
Services. to research ecdysteroid biosynthes1s in
Aedes mosqu1toes.

David H. Ostroff, speech communication. '"A
History of STV. Inc .. and the 1964 California Vote
Against Pay Television ... in Journal of
Broadcasting. fall 1983.

Arthur Tolve, home economics. $16.000 from
Bell & Howell to develop computer courseware
for publication by Bell & Howell during the
coming year

Ernest L Pancsofar, special education.
'"Teaching Safety Skills to Handicapped
Students.'" an article in Future Focus. the Ohio
1ournal of health. physical education. recreation
and dance. The article was co-authored by
Sharon Schafer. Norwalk.

Ron C. Woodruff, biological sciences. S33.345
from the National Science Foundation,
continued support for research on the effect of
genetic control on spontaneous mutation in fruit
flies.
Paul Yon. Center for Archival Collections.
$3,000 from the Ohio Preservation Office for a
comprehensive architecturallhistorical survey of
the central business district in Findlay. OH.

Service
.
Zola Buford, registration and records. has
been named to the Academic Calendars.
Facilities and Publications Committee of the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers for the 1984-85
<:cademic year, As a member of this committee
she will be involved in special projects. seminars
and national sessions on such subjects as
academic calendars and publications of
AACRAO.
Larry Smith, humanities. F•relands. is a
consultant and non-print review specialist for the
American Association of Libraries. reviewing
films and audio and video cassette programs in
contemporary literature for Choice, the
association's professional publication.

Publications
Tsuneo Akaha, political science. ··The
Nonnuclear Policy of Japan, .. accepted for
publication in Asian Survey: A Monthly Review of
Contemporary Asian Affairs. to be published by
the University of California Press.
Also. "Conservation of the Environment of the
Seto Inland Sea: A Policy Response under
Uncertainty:· accepted for publication in a
special issue on Japan of Coastal Zone
Managemenl Journal: Environment. Resources
and Law, published by the University of
Washington.
A book, Japan in the Global Ocean Politics.
also has been accepted for publication by the
University of Hawaii Press.
Gerald Auten, economics... Effects of the 1978
and 1981 Reductions in Capital Gains Tax
Rates·· in Journal of Economics. voL 10.
William L Benoit, speech communication.

Don K. Rowney, history, 1s editor and coauthor of Soviet Quantitative History. a book
published by SAGE Publishers of Los Angeles.
The book is part of a cooperative effort of Soviet
and American historians under the general

The fifth edition of Machine Tool
Technology, a text and general
reference book written by Victor E.
Repp, technology, has been published
by McKnight Publishing Co.
A comprehensive guide to machine
tool technology, the text is
accompanied by a workbook and
teacher's guide and is widely used in
community colleges, four-year

Larry Smith, humanities. Firelands. ··The
Essential Russell Edson," a'l article featured in
The Stardancer: An lnternat1onal Journal of New
Arts. v1inter 1984.
Camey Strange, college student personnel.
reviewed the book Character Development in
College Students by John M. Whitley in the
January-February issue of the Journal ot Higher
Education

A. John White, health. physical education and
recreation. ··Do-It-Yourself Revisited: Mats:· an
article in the fall issue of Future Focus. the Ohio
1ournal of health. physical education. recreation
and dance.
The article demonstrates how
gymnastic mats can be made at less than half
the price of commercial equipment.

colleges and vocational schools, Dr.
Repp said.
A member of Bowling Green's
faculty since 1964, Dr. Repp is also
the author of the sixth and seventh
revised editions of the text Metalwork
Technology and Practice. His book
Machine Tool Technology is currently
in its fourth revised edition.
All the books are published by
McKnight Publishing Co.

Crow edits text on history of the occult
Americans' fascination with the
occult is nothing new.
In fact, such phenomena as ghosts,
UFOs, witchcraft, astrology and
poltergeists have been a part of the
American experience for some 300
years.
A new book edited by Charles L
Crow, English, and Howard Kerr of
the University of Illinois, Chicago,
traces the country's range of
involvement with the occult through
that 300 year period. The Occult in
America: New Historical Perspectives
has been published by the University
of Illinois Press.
The editors' second book on the
topic of the supernatural, The Occult
in America includes 10 chapters by
noted scholars on a range of subjects
including witchcraft in 17th century
Andover and the Salem trials, occult
religion among 18th century black

To the Editor:
I write in order to clarify the context in which I was quoted (Monitor, 1·30-84)
as saying that "many people on campus don't believe that th~ Senate
accurately reflects faculty sentiment."
· I made that remarlc when I referred to the Senate vote last spring (4·1~) on
the 60/40 resolution. After the minutes of the Senate were published, many
faculty members voiced concern..about the small number of votes on the
resolution.
The number voting (29 for, 5 against) meant that the issue was decided by
34 eligible voters out of a total of 75 (64 faculty, 3 administrators, 8 students)
eligible voters. Of the 34 who voted, I do not know how many were faculty, but
if we were to assume all faculty senators were present and voting, the vote
would mean that 30 faculty senators abstained. My recollection is that a
number of eligible voters had left the meeting by the time the vote was taken.
I would like to believe what Don DeRosa believes that the Senate "does
represent the faculty •. ·. and we should stand up and be counted." (Monitor,
1.3Q.84).-The vote_ last spring means to me that many senators were not being
counted either through abstentions or through non-participation, at least in
that instance.
;

Gerald Saddlemire, college student personnel.
reviewed the book Administration and
Leadership in Student Alfalfs edited by
Theodore Miller. R09er Winstron Jr. and William
Mendenhall in the January issue of the Journal
of Coliege Student Personnel.

Technology text published in fifth edition

Commentan':_ _ _ _ __

., .•
Sincerely,
Ralph H. Wolfe·.
Professor_of English·

editorship of Stanley L Engerman. Last year a
parallel book by Soviet scholars on quantotative
history in America was pubhshed in the Soviet
Union.

slaves, 19th century spiritualism,
feminist perspectives on the occult
and "ultraterrestrial" UFO theories.
Ors. Crow and Kerr also co-edited
with J.W. Crowley of Syracuse
University The Haunted Dusk:
American Supernatural Fiction,
1820-1920, published last spring.

Library offers
'how to' sessions
"How to" sessions on the Online
Computer Library Center terminal in
the Jerome Library are being offered
weekly this semester by the library
staff.
The 30-minute sessions train library
patrons to use the OCLC terminal to
search the cataloged materials in
thousands of libraries in the United
States and Canada. Accurate
identification and location of
materials are among the uses for the
OCLC bibliographic data base.
The training sessions are offered a
different day and time each week..
Sign-up sheets are posted next to the
terminal in the Reference Index area.
For further information contact
Library Information Services at
372-2362.

Buford named chair
of geography dept.
Joseph Buford, former acting chair
of the department of geography, has
been named chair of that department,
effective immediately.
His term will extend through
198fH!7.
Or: Buford, who succeeds Joseph
Spinelli, also served as chair of the
geography department from 1964-76.
Dr. Spinelli was appointed associate
dean In the College of Arts and
Sciences last year.

rrs BLACK HISTORY lllONnl. February is
Black History Month. and to celebrate. various
organizations on campus have scheduled art displays.
talent exhibitions and dances.
For details on scheduled events. which will center
around the theme "Moments in Ethnkity- Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow," contact the Student Development Office, 372-2642.

DO DROP IN. The Student Recreation Qmter's free
drop-in noon fttnt:ss ses&ioRS begin this ~ No
registration is necessary for the programs which include "Stretch and Flex." "Slimnastics" and
"Fit-For-All Aerobics."
The noon-time program "'ill meet from 12:15-12:45
p .. m. For further information on locations, contact the
Rec Center office, 372-2711.

From test tubes to tubas

Inventory staff knows 'where it's at'
If you ask the staff in inventory
management "what's new?" on
campus, they can probably tell you literally.
Nearly every major item purchased
by departments and offices passes
through the hands of the inventory
management personnel when it
arrives on campus. The staff there
receives new items at the warehouse,
"tags" them for inventory and
security, delivers them to the proper
office, moves them if necessary and
"recycles" them to other campus
offices or departments when they are
no longer needed by their original
owner.
Kathy Phillips, coordinator for
inventory management, describes the
entire area as a service to the
campus.
.
"Our only source of income from
departments is the fee we charge for
special services such as setting up
tables and chairs for a particular
activity," Phillips said, adding that
even for those events the only charge
is for equipment rental.
Major moving projects that can not
be handled by the two full-time
movers, Harold Friess and Ken
Deidrick, also result in some cost to
the department, Phillips said,
explaining that if students are hired
to assist with a move, the department
must pay the students' wages.
"We move everything on campus,
from a carton down the hall to entire
buildings," Phillips said. "If you want
something moved, we try to work it
into our schedule as quickly as we
can."
Another cost-saving area of
inventory management is the
warehouse which stocks large
quantities of canned food items,
paper products and custodial
supplies purchased at bulk discount
rates and stored until needed by
various campus areas.
Bill Small supervises the
warehouse, which stocks 4,490
different items. Canned food used by
the dining halls and cleaning supplies
used by the custodians are the major
items kept on hand, but Harold Dean,

Canadian studies
offerings expand
Continued from page 1
Frank Baldanza, English, has
received a $4,500 enrichment grant to
help develop a course in canadlan
fiction, and Marilyn Ferris Motz,
popular culture, has been awarded
$3,000 to assist with developing a
proposed course on the folklore of
the Great Lakes, which will include
"both sides of the border." Both
courses could be added to the
curriculum as early as next year.
Michael T. Marsden, popular
culture, also has received a $2,000
grant for research and travel In
Canada wti.ere he will gather
information that can be used to
expand a course he currently teaches
on popular entertainment.
Or.. Givens noted that the increase
In the number of courses dealing with
Canadian subject matter corresponds
with a growing Interest ~ students In
Canada.
'"
"We see-evidence all the time that
students want to know more about
Canada and Canadl~Amettcan
relations," he- said.

The 11 staff in the inventory management department have their hands full
keeping track of "what's new" on campus. In addition to maintaining a
computerized inventory of nearly every item within the University, the
department provides moving and delivery service, maintains a warehouse that
stocks 4,490 different items and recycles surplus equipment and supplies
within the University.
the receiver at the Park Avenue
facility, helps unload 10-20 semi·
truckloads of new products every day.
Jim Horine and Don Bowen assist
with the central stores operation.
In addition to the Park Avenue
warehouse, inventory management
maintains smaller warehouses on
Pike and Troup streets and a supply
shop of maintenance parts in the
Physical Plant. Larry Holland and Bob
Smith staff the maintenance shop,
keeping such things as plumbing
supplies on hand for use by the plant
operations and maintenance staff.
Two warehouse delivery trucks
transport items daily from the
warehouse to the dining halls and
other areas of campus, and that
delivery is the primary responsibility
of Marie Hafner, who handles
everything from a load of furniture to
a package of test tubes.
Before most items even leave the
warehouse, however, they are tagged
for inventory with a numbered
"Property of Bowling Green
University" tag.
According to Phillips, the state
requires that all items valued at $50
or more be accounted for in the
University inventory, and that means
that they be tagged and registered in
a computerized liSting of University
property. Departments are asked to
update their inventories once a year
and a complete report is then sent to
the office of the state auditor.

campus-wide, Phillips said, adding
that she keeps a running list of needs
in various areas and the surplus on
hand. She encourages departments to
contact her before buying some new
piece of equipment because often
she has that very item sitting in the
warehouse and available at no cost.
Surplus goods that are not recycled
within the University are sold at
public auction about once every year
to t8 months, she said.
The Board of Trustees recently
approved a new "Property Disposal"
policy which sets forth state
regulations about the sale of
University property.
According to the new policy, which
has been enforced for several years,
departments may transfer or sell both
inventoried and non-inventoried
property to other University
departments. When inventoried
property is transferred, however, the
department must notify inventory
management of the sale or transfer
so that records can be updated. No
University property can be sold off
campus except at the public auction.
There's a lot of paperwork to be
handled within the inventory
management area, and that
responsibility falls primarily to
Louella Spangler who keeps track of
what's In the warehouse and makes
sure the bills are all paid.
''We accomplish a lot with a very
small staff," Phillips said. Any
questions about the services offered
should be directed to her at 372·2121.

''We encourage departments to let
us know If they purchase some item
that should be tagged," Phillips said,
adding it Is to their own advantage
Gregg DeCrane, student
for security and property control to
organizations and new student
have equipment logged in the
University inventory.
programs, has been named acting
associate dean of students for
Phillips also -encourages
departments to "give up" items no
University student activities, Mary
Edmonds, vice president for student
longer in use so that they can be
· affairs, has announced. -The
"recycled" within the University.
appointment was effective Feb. 1.
University "surplus" is collected by
DeCrane, who will continue,as
inventory management and
redistributed to areas where there Is a director of student organizations and
new student programs, succeeds
need in an attempt to save money

ON THE UNE. Pre$ident Olscamp will be "On the
Line" during a live -broadcast ·&om the WBGU-1V
studios at 5:30 p.m.. Tuesday (Feb. 7). During the pro.
gram, which will be taped and rebroadcast at 11 :30
p.m., Dr. Olscamp will speak on topics o( general interest to the campus and local communities.
Questions may be phoned to the president during
the live broadcast by calling 372-0121.

Computer Bits

FOR SALE. The Graduate College has for sale to
departments and offices a 16-page Thomas Collator,
priced at $250 or best offer.
For further information contact Deb in the Graduate
College at 372-2791.

Faculty 8t Staff

University computer services will
offer another series of seminars for
faculty and staff during the spring
semester. The seminars are designed
to acquaint participants with general
computer topics as well as with
specific program options.
The following is the schedule for
seminars to be offered during the first
half of the semester:
~~.ur;:::
Introduction to Computer Facilities:
2:30-3:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 9, 128
Math-Science Bldg.;
Introduction to the DEC-20
Computer, 2:30-4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb.
10, 330 Math-Science Bldg.;
Introduction to APPLE II
Microcomputer, 9-10:30 a.m. Tuesday,
Feb. 14, Carnation Room, Union;
TV-Edit (Screen Editor for the
DEC-20, 2:30-4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 17,
330 Math-Science Bldg.;
Introduction to the IBM PC as the
Keypunch Replacement, 9-10:30 a.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 21, Carnation Room,
Union;
DSR {Text Formatter for the
DEC-20, 2:30-4:30 p.m. Friday, Feb. 24,
330 Math-Science Bldg.;
Applewriter II (Part 1), 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 2, 330 Math-Science
Bldg.
For further information or to
register for the sessions contact the
secretary in 238 Math-Science Bldg.,
372·2102.

Grants

compliance with state standards for colleges or
universities preparing teachers (Project 419).

Robert Guion. psyct\Qfogy. $9.125 from the
American Psychological Associafion. Inc .•
continued support for the Journal of Applied
Psychology which Or. Guion edits.

Daniel Panatt, environmental services. $8.329
from the City of Bowling Green for a litter
control project on campus.

Richard Kruppa and Victor Repp, technology.
$5.938 from the SME Manufacturing Engineering
Education Foundation to purchase an EMCO
Compact 5 CNC Lalhe for classroom use and to
provide support to Or. Kruppa for professional
travel to attend technical seminars_

A.L Milliron. management support services.
$60.440 from the Private Industry CouncilfToledo
Area Employment Training Consortium. to add
an additional class of 30-35 participants to the
Food Service and Hospitality Management
Training Program coordinated on campus.
Douglas C. Necl<ers, chemistry. S35.000 from
the National Science Foundation to fund the
purchase of an IBM IR/32 Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectrophotometer to support
undergraduate departmental research programs.

Sandra Packard and Donald Chase, education.
$146244 from the Ohio Dept. of Education to
continue activities designed to effect

Lake Erie prize
awarded to institute

Student development
topic of symposium
A symposium designed to examine
the issues related to the moral and
ethical development of college
students will be held from 2:30-4:30
p.m. Wednesday (Feb. 8) in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
The conference, which will feature
a presentation on "Character
Development in the College Years" by
John Whiteley, vice chancellor of
student affairs at the University of
California-Irvine, will focus on
changes that occur in students'
values, their sensitivity to the moral
implications of the decisions they
make, and the experiences that help
students learn to think and act in an
ethnical manner.
"10
Questions to be addressed during
the symposium include ''What is the
role of the university regarding students' moral and ethical
development?;" ''What constitutes
moral and ethical development in
young adults, as well as in adults in
general?;" "To what degree does this
type of development occur among
college students?;" "What types of
collegiate experiences promote or
inhibit the moral and ethical
development of college students?"
In addition to the presentation by
Dr. Whiteley, responses will be given
by Thomas Klein, English, and Don
Schweingruber, dean of students at
Bluffton College.

DeCrane appointed to activities post
Richard A. Lenhart who died Jan. 7.
Since joining the,, staff in 1969,
DeCrane has. been involved in a
variety of student activity programming. He received a.
.
University Achievement Award in 1975
and in 1982 he was presented a Hollis
A. Moore Award.
Or•.Edmond&· said a search
committee Is being formed to find a
permanent suecessor to Lenhart.

DATA CARDS WANTED. Departments and offices
on campus with data cards no longer needed in their
area are asked to notify computer services about the
surplus. Call 372-2911, exl 20.
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A year ago Ted Wakefield, a retired
Vermilion businessman, offered
$1,000 to anyone who could solve the
mystery of who discovered Lake Erie.
Last week the $1,000 prize was
"awarded" to the Institute for Great
Lakes Research because the judges
in the competition declared that none
of the entries submitted had qualified
for the cash reward. ·
Nearly 75 people entered the
competition, judged by a threemember panel including Richard
Wright, director of the Institute for
Great Lakes Research; Ed Dahl,
curator of early Canadian cartography
at the National Map Collection in the
Public Archives of Canada, and
Conrad Heidenreich, professor of
geography at York University in
Downsview, Ontario.
"No entry was accompanied by the
documented proof of discovery that
was stipulated in the contest rules,"
Dr._ Wright said, although,the contest
did produce two items of importance,
according to Wakefield.
One was a "marvelous review of
the Lake Erie question" by Father
Lucien Campeau, a Jesuit historian
from St. Jerome, Quebec. The other
was a map of the Lake Erie region
that few people knew existed.
Most historians attribute the
discovery of Lake Erie to either
Adrien Joliet in 1669 or Etienne Brule
in 1615. Existing maps dated much
earlier than 1669 easily disprove the
claim of Joliet. There Is much
evidence that suggests Brule, an
- agent for French trading companies,
did see Lake Erie in his extensive
travels, -but there is no conclusive
documentation of his discovery.
Wakefield admitted when he first
offered the prize that finding the true
discoverer -of Lake Erie was "a long
shot," since he himself has been
unsuccessfully searching for the
answer the past 15 years. ·
"So," he said, ''the end result is · ·
that due to the tight requirements of
documentation of the contest, we
have no new dlscoveter of Lake Erle.
The first documented discoverer
remains Adrien Joliet in 1669, even· though historians know the lake was
discoVered much earlier."
The $1,000 prlze.wlll-be·used by the
Institute for Great Lakes Research for

developmental purposes

Bruce Smith. cooperative education. $5,350
from the U.S. Dept. of Education to expand and
improve the on-campus and off-campus
promotion of the University"s Cooperative
Education Program.

..Systems of Explanation: Aristotle and Burke on
·cause:·· in Rheto11c Society Ouarterly. winter
1983.
H. Kenneth Hibbeln, political science. and D.S.
Chauhan, public admonistralion ...Practitioner in
Public Service Education: Perceptions of
Program Administrators:· in the American Review
ol Public Administration. summer 1984. The
article includes results of a survey conducted by
Ors. Hibbeln and Chauhan and funded by the
Graduate College.

Stan L Smith. biological sciences, $52.372
from the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. Dept. of Health and Humc.n
Services. to research ecdysteroid biosynthes1s in
Aedes mosqu1toes.

David H. Ostroff, speech communication. '"A
History of STV. Inc .. and the 1964 California Vote
Against Pay Television ... in Journal of
Broadcasting. fall 1983.

Arthur Tolve, home economics. $16.000 from
Bell & Howell to develop computer courseware
for publication by Bell & Howell during the
coming year

Ernest L Pancsofar, special education.
'"Teaching Safety Skills to Handicapped
Students.'" an article in Future Focus. the Ohio
1ournal of health. physical education. recreation
and dance. The article was co-authored by
Sharon Schafer. Norwalk.

Ron C. Woodruff, biological sciences. S33.345
from the National Science Foundation,
continued support for research on the effect of
genetic control on spontaneous mutation in fruit
flies.
Paul Yon. Center for Archival Collections.
$3,000 from the Ohio Preservation Office for a
comprehensive architecturallhistorical survey of
the central business district in Findlay. OH.

Service
.
Zola Buford, registration and records. has
been named to the Academic Calendars.
Facilities and Publications Committee of the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers for the 1984-85
<:cademic year, As a member of this committee
she will be involved in special projects. seminars
and national sessions on such subjects as
academic calendars and publications of
AACRAO.
Larry Smith, humanities. F•relands. is a
consultant and non-print review specialist for the
American Association of Libraries. reviewing
films and audio and video cassette programs in
contemporary literature for Choice, the
association's professional publication.

Publications
Tsuneo Akaha, political science. ··The
Nonnuclear Policy of Japan, .. accepted for
publication in Asian Survey: A Monthly Review of
Contemporary Asian Affairs. to be published by
the University of California Press.
Also. "Conservation of the Environment of the
Seto Inland Sea: A Policy Response under
Uncertainty:· accepted for publication in a
special issue on Japan of Coastal Zone
Managemenl Journal: Environment. Resources
and Law, published by the University of
Washington.
A book, Japan in the Global Ocean Politics.
also has been accepted for publication by the
University of Hawaii Press.
Gerald Auten, economics... Effects of the 1978
and 1981 Reductions in Capital Gains Tax
Rates·· in Journal of Economics. voL 10.
William L Benoit, speech communication.

Don K. Rowney, history, 1s editor and coauthor of Soviet Quantitative History. a book
published by SAGE Publishers of Los Angeles.
The book is part of a cooperative effort of Soviet
and American historians under the general

The fifth edition of Machine Tool
Technology, a text and general
reference book written by Victor E.
Repp, technology, has been published
by McKnight Publishing Co.
A comprehensive guide to machine
tool technology, the text is
accompanied by a workbook and
teacher's guide and is widely used in
community colleges, four-year

Larry Smith, humanities. Firelands. ··The
Essential Russell Edson," a'l article featured in
The Stardancer: An lnternat1onal Journal of New
Arts. v1inter 1984.
Camey Strange, college student personnel.
reviewed the book Character Development in
College Students by John M. Whitley in the
January-February issue of the Journal ot Higher
Education

A. John White, health. physical education and
recreation. ··Do-It-Yourself Revisited: Mats:· an
article in the fall issue of Future Focus. the Ohio
1ournal of health. physical education. recreation
and dance.
The article demonstrates how
gymnastic mats can be made at less than half
the price of commercial equipment.

colleges and vocational schools, Dr.
Repp said.
A member of Bowling Green's
faculty since 1964, Dr. Repp is also
the author of the sixth and seventh
revised editions of the text Metalwork
Technology and Practice. His book
Machine Tool Technology is currently
in its fourth revised edition.
All the books are published by
McKnight Publishing Co.

Crow edits text on history of the occult
Americans' fascination with the
occult is nothing new.
In fact, such phenomena as ghosts,
UFOs, witchcraft, astrology and
poltergeists have been a part of the
American experience for some 300
years.
A new book edited by Charles L
Crow, English, and Howard Kerr of
the University of Illinois, Chicago,
traces the country's range of
involvement with the occult through
that 300 year period. The Occult in
America: New Historical Perspectives
has been published by the University
of Illinois Press.
The editors' second book on the
topic of the supernatural, The Occult
in America includes 10 chapters by
noted scholars on a range of subjects
including witchcraft in 17th century
Andover and the Salem trials, occult
religion among 18th century black

To the Editor:
I write in order to clarify the context in which I was quoted (Monitor, 1·30-84)
as saying that "many people on campus don't believe that th~ Senate
accurately reflects faculty sentiment."
· I made that remarlc when I referred to the Senate vote last spring (4·1~) on
the 60/40 resolution. After the minutes of the Senate were published, many
faculty members voiced concern..about the small number of votes on the
resolution.
The number voting (29 for, 5 against) meant that the issue was decided by
34 eligible voters out of a total of 75 (64 faculty, 3 administrators, 8 students)
eligible voters. Of the 34 who voted, I do not know how many were faculty, but
if we were to assume all faculty senators were present and voting, the vote
would mean that 30 faculty senators abstained. My recollection is that a
number of eligible voters had left the meeting by the time the vote was taken.
I would like to believe what Don DeRosa believes that the Senate "does
represent the faculty •. ·. and we should stand up and be counted." (Monitor,
1.3Q.84).-The vote_ last spring means to me that many senators were not being
counted either through abstentions or through non-participation, at least in
that instance.
;

Gerald Saddlemire, college student personnel.
reviewed the book Administration and
Leadership in Student Alfalfs edited by
Theodore Miller. R09er Winstron Jr. and William
Mendenhall in the January issue of the Journal
of Coliege Student Personnel.

Technology text published in fifth edition

Commentan':_ _ _ _ __

., .•
Sincerely,
Ralph H. Wolfe·.
Professor_of English·

editorship of Stanley L Engerman. Last year a
parallel book by Soviet scholars on quantotative
history in America was pubhshed in the Soviet
Union.

slaves, 19th century spiritualism,
feminist perspectives on the occult
and "ultraterrestrial" UFO theories.
Ors. Crow and Kerr also co-edited
with J.W. Crowley of Syracuse
University The Haunted Dusk:
American Supernatural Fiction,
1820-1920, published last spring.

Library offers
'how to' sessions
"How to" sessions on the Online
Computer Library Center terminal in
the Jerome Library are being offered
weekly this semester by the library
staff.
The 30-minute sessions train library
patrons to use the OCLC terminal to
search the cataloged materials in
thousands of libraries in the United
States and Canada. Accurate
identification and location of
materials are among the uses for the
OCLC bibliographic data base.
The training sessions are offered a
different day and time each week..
Sign-up sheets are posted next to the
terminal in the Reference Index area.
For further information contact
Library Information Services at
372-2362.

Buford named chair
of geography dept.
Joseph Buford, former acting chair
of the department of geography, has
been named chair of that department,
effective immediately.
His term will extend through
198fH!7.
Or: Buford, who succeeds Joseph
Spinelli, also served as chair of the
geography department from 1964-76.
Dr. Spinelli was appointed associate
dean In the College of Arts and
Sciences last year.

Andreas Poulimenos, music performance studies. is
cast as Figaro in the lead role. Roy Lazarus. director of
opera. is directing the production.
The discount tickets are priced at $5, S3 and SI. To
order. call 372--0171.

FIGARO. FIGARO! Discount tickets to the Opera
Theatre production of "The Barber of Seville"' remain
on sale through Feb. 15. The opera will be staged
March 2. 3 and 4 in Kobacker Hall of the Musical Arts
Center.

TAX FORMS AVAILABLE. Federal. stat!! and
Bowling Green City income tax forms for filing 1983
returns are available in 322 Administration Building.
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New undergrad program to train technology 'translators'
·
Beginning next fall th~ ~nghsh
department will be rec~uiting studen~s
who want to get technical about their
writing.
The Board of Trustees has
appro~ed a_ new. un~~rgraduate m_ajor

~~~~~nn~~~~i~~ 1 :~:~i1~ t~~d i~~~~cal

·

·

·

11

T~hmcal writing is a~tua Y

nothing new to the E~ghs~d
r
department, ~r. Coggin_sa~ • ~.0 ~ng"th
that a "!asters deg_ree in ng is w1
emphasi~ on_ technical
comm~mcat1on ~a~ ~;. 0~!~r~~i~o;d

:~v~:er~:~[~n!~ r~~~tati~n. several

department and William Coggin
English says the program should
attract ~tudents from throughout the
country
Bowli.ng Green will be the only fouryear university in the state and
among only several in the nation to
·1cal writing ma1·or for
Offer the techn
undergraduates, despite the fact that
the demand for technical writers far
outweighs the present supply,
according to Dr. Coggin.

courses for undergraduates also have
been offered through the English
department, and students in the
College of Arts and Sciences have
been able to tailor an individualized
planned program in scientific or
technical communication. .
The existing course offerings,
combined with the excellent
reputation of the graduate program,
lay a firm foundati?n for an
.
.
undergraduate ma1or, Dr. Coggin said,
adding that the undergraduate course
offerings and the new major and
minor program are the result of
several years of extensive research.
Bowling Green's program will prepare
students in writing, editing, project
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
management and graphics, he said.
OPPORTUNmES
No other school in the region has a
·indicates that an internal candidate from
similar
program.
the department is bidding and being
"We
have
been talking with people
considered for the position.
in
industry,
at
other colleges and
NEW VACANCIES
universities, and in placement offices
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
and we believe our program will
Feb. 13, 1984
produce the kind of graduates that
Clerk 1
2-13-1
will be in high demand," Dr. Coggin
Pay Range 2
said, adding that he believes the
Student Health Center
employment market for technical
Academic year full-time
writers will remain "very good."
Graduates of a scientific or
Typist 1
2-13-2
technical communication program
Pay Range 3
secure such positions as science
Social Philosophy and Policy
writer, technical writer or technical
Center
Grant-funded, permanent full·
journalist, according to Dr. Coggin,
time position
who said people with technical
writing skills may find themselves
Word Processing Specialist 1
2-13-2
writing user documentation for
Pay Range 25
computers, writing and/or editing
A~missions
promotional literature or papers for
symposia, or working with a
CONTINUED VACANCIES
proposals group, among other
Posting Expiration Date: S p..m.
Monday, Feb. 6, 1984
responsibilities.
Although "technical writing" came
Custodial Worker
2-6-1
into its own as ar. academic ,
Pay Range 2
&
discipline shortly after World War II,
Plant Operations & Maintenance
2-6-2
the demand for persons trained
Two positions
specifically as technical writers has
increased dramatically in very recent
Library Assistant
2-6-3
years, Or. Coggin sajd, explaining
Pay Range 4
that it is only within the last few
Library/Information Services
years that the everyday person has
Programmer Analyst 2
2-6-4
really wanted to know about
Pay Range 30
technology, and likewise only recently
Computer Services
that the scientists and technologists
have wanted lay persons to
Clerical Specialist
2-6-5
understand their discoveries. He
Pay Range 25
described the technical writer as a
University Placement Services

Employment
Opportunities

"middle person" between the
.
. t or technolo ist and the user
s~i.e~~~mation
and n~ted, "The more
~e1 ~ecome involved with computers,
the more we need technical writers."
lin Green's scientific and
te:n~calgcommunication program
will combine coursework from s~veral
colleges and depar:tments ~nd
led
include a required internsht m e
after the program used at t e
graduate level. .
.
'.'We emph~s1ze that wnters should
and -wnt?, for reade!s
than
thei~ teachers, Dr. Co_ggin said,
a. dding _that th_ose business~s athnd
h h ooperate in e
~nd ust n~s w 1c c
internship program are told to treat

:1

wn~e.

ot~er

the students in the same manner they
would a permanent full-time
employee. Internship arrangements
have been made with companies
throughout the country and there are
also ample opportunities for
placement in the Bow!ing ~reen·
Toledo area, Dr. Coggin said.
He noted that because the
program is rigorous, enrollment will
be limited to 10-15 students per
d h
d "tt d
graduating class an t ose a m1 e

~~:!':n~~~;1n~~ ~~j~~r=~~ll~inor

f
bo h
program, he added, will acilitate
t
recruitment and placement of those
students.

Datebook ______________________
:::,:::;:;:,,:.=;;::_
Exhibits
Northwest Ohio Regional Scholastic Art
Show, through Feb. 12, Fine Arts Gallery,
School of Art. Gallery hours are 8:30 am.
to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.
Free.
· The juried exhibit features works by
junior and senior high school students
from 53 schools in 21 counties.
Folk Art Exhibit, through Feb. 12, Mileti
Alumni Center Gallery. Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 1:30-4 p.m.
Sundays.
Graduate Student Art Show, Feb. 10-28.
McFall Center Galley. Gallery hours are
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
Sundays.

Faculty/Staff. Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
.
.
Applied Statistics and Operations Research: lnstruc:or. Ccr.:act James Sull•~an
12-2363). Deadline: Feb. 10. 1984
r
· Chemistry: Assistant professor. Contact Douglas Neckers !2·2C31l. Deadline: Feb. -O.
1984
.
Geography: Instructor. Contact Joseph C. Buford (2-2925). Deadline: May 1. 1984
Geology: Geophysicist (assistant professor). Contact Richard D. Hoare !2-2886).
Deadline: Feb. 20. 1984
German and Russian: Instructor/assistant professor. Japanese. Contact Joseph Gray
(2-2268). Deadline: March 15, 1984
.
.
.
Mathematics and Statistics: Visiting professor. Also. assistant professor. Contact V1jay Rohatgi (2-2636). Deadlines: Feb. 20. 1984
. ..
.
Philosophy: Visiting professor. Contact Jeffrey Pau! (2-2680). Deadh~e. April 15. 1984
Political Science: Assistant professor. Contact chair. Search Committee (2-2921).
Deadline: March 1, 1984
.
Psychology: Assistant professor. Contact Donald DeRosa (2-2301). Deadline: March

15, 1984
.
. s
h Co
"tt
d"
Speech Communication: Assistant professor. Contact chair, earc
mm1 ee. ra 10television-film (2-2138). Deadline: Feb. 20, 1984
The following administrative staff positions are available:
.
.
Hulth and Community SerYlces: Coordinator of nursing, School of Nursing. Contact
Edward Morgan (2-0242). Deadline: Feb. 10, 1984
.
.
Residence Ute: Residence hall complex coordinator, residence hall d.'rector, residence
hall.manager (three positions). Contact Fayetta Paulsen (2-2456). Deadline: June 1, 1984

$1.50 wth University l.D. Two tickets may
be purchased with one l.D.

Saturday, Feb. 11
"Porky's," UAO film series, 8, 10 p.m.
and midnight, 210 Math Science.
Admission $1.50 with University 1.D. Two
tickets may be purchased with one l.D.

Monday, Feb. 6
"Citation Indexes for the Sciences,
Soclal Sciences and the Humanities,"
library research seminar, 4-5 p.m., 126
Jerome Library.
"Before Sunrise," and "The Innocent,"
Modern European Film Series. 7 and 9
p.m.. Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
P.J. O'Rourke, former editor of the
"'National Lampoon." a "'tongue-in-cheek"
view of contemporary manners, 8 p.m.,
Grand Ballroom. University Union.
Admission 50 cents.

Tuesday, Feb. 7
University Skating Club, 8-10 p.m .• Ice
Arena.

Sunday, Feb. 12
Collegiate Chorale's annual "Broadway
Revisited" revue, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission $1.
Bowling Green Phllhannonia concert, 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center.

Monday. Feb. 13
"Berlinger," Modern European.Film
Series, 7:30 p.m .• Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.
New World String Quartet, Bowling
Green Festival Series, 8 p.m .• Kobacker
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets
$9, $7 for adults and $7, $5 for students.
For more information call 372-0171.

Tuesday, Feb. 14
Master class given by members of the
New World String Quartet, 10 a.m. to
noon. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Recital of music written by Bowling
Green composers, 8 p.m .. Kobacker Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Genier. Free.

Wednesday, Feb. 8
"Character Development in .COiiege
Students," symposium featuring a lecture
by John M. Whiteley. University of
California, 2:30-4:30 p.m .• McFall Center
Assembly Room.
"OCLC Public Use Terminal," library
research seminar, 4-5 p.m .• 126 Jerome
Library.
Judith Greavu, sculptor. slide-lecture
presentation on her work. 7:30 p.m .• Art
Annex, Reed Street.
Basketball vs. Kent State. 8 p.m ..
Anderson Arena. For ticket information
call 372-2762.

Thursday, Feb 9
Comedian Al Katz at Firelands College,
noon. '"Pit'" Lounge. Free.
"Computer Literature Searching,"
library research semi11ar. 4-5 p.m., 126
Jerome Library.
"'High.Noon," UAO film series. starring
Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly. 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Friday, Feb. 10
"Approaches for Developing Crea~ivity,"
Educational Clinical Laboratory Senes,
presented by Jim Davidson, educational
foundations and inquiry, 1:30 p.m., 215
Education Building.
Opening rac:eptlon tor the Graduate
Student Art Show, 7:30-!t.30 p.m., McFall
Center Gallery.
"Porlly's," UAO film series, 8, 10 p.m. and
midnight, 210 Math Science. Admission

The New World String Quartet
will perform as part of the
University's Festival Series at 8
p.m. Monday (Feb. 13) in Kobackgr
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center. One of its members, Ross
Harbaugh, is a 1!t11 graduate of
the University. Tickets for the
performance can be purchased at
the Moore Musical Arts Center box
office or reserved by calling
372-0171.

February 1 3, 1984

Students recruit students in 'Phone Power' campaign
The Office of Admissions has
received more than 6,000 applications
for next fall's freshman class which
will be limited to about 3,200
students. On the surface, "things look
good," but the admissions staff is far
from resting on its glory, according to
Tom Glick, associate director, who
said a major focus of activity now will
be ensuring that those students who
applied and have been admitted to
the University actually show up this
fall.
That's where two programs to be
conducted in the next few weeks
should help.
Beginning last Sunday, Feb. 12, the
admissions office launched a "Phone
Power" campaign that will bring a
student currently attending the
University in touch with every
admitted high school senior before
the month is over.
Telephones have been set up in the
Falcon Club House west of the
stadium where carefully selected
undergraduates will meet from 6-9
p.m. Feb. 12-16 and 19-23 to call some
3,500 to 4,000 high school seniors
who have been admitted to the
University and answer any questions
they might have.
"Phone Power" is not really new to
Bowling Green, Glick said, noting
that it was tried in 19n and 1978 and
then stopped for lack of funds.
Although no data on the success of
the previous campaigns were kept,
Glick said admissions personnel do
know that involving current students
with prospective students is among
the most successful recruiting
techniques available. "Our own
students are by far our best
recruiters," he said.
The students involved in "Phone
Power" are those who have been
identified as both knowledgeable and
excited about the University, Glick
said, noting that they include the
Office of Admissions' tour guides,
Campus Fact Line operators,
members of the Undergraduate
Alumni Association and students
trained to recruit for the College of
Education.
Each of the students has
participated in a mandatory training
session which included tips on
telephoning, some background on the
"Phone Power" program and
instruction on resources available to
the callers should they be asked
questions in a particular area.
Some of the students are working
only two nights during the campaign,
Glick said, while others have signed
on for all 10 nights.
Fifteen University students will
man the telephones each evening,
Glick said, and they will keep careful
records on the results of their calls.
All information relative to the
phone calls will be logged and
entered into the admissions office
information system so that next fall
admissions personnel will know how
many of the students who were called
actually enrolled at the University.
Follow-up also will be an important
part of the campaign, Glick said.
"If our student callers are asked a
question for which they don't have an
answer and can't find one quickly,
they'll get the answer and either
telephone the student again or write a
personal letter within 48 hours," Glick
said. In some cases, he said, a call or
letter from a faculty member or a
department chair might be more
effective than a note or call from a
student, adding that the admissions

office expects full cooperation from
faculty and staff in following up on
requests for information.
Acknowledging that it will be
impossible to reach all prospective
students through the "Phone Power"
campaign, Glick said University
students may also speak with the
parents of prospective students, and
"we will consider that a completed
call. Parents have different kinds of
questions, and it's a very positive
thing for them to talk to our current
students too," he said.
Students (or parents) who are not
reached by telephone in two attempts
will be sent a personal post card from
their "Phone Power" contact, giving
them the name and telephone number
of a Bowling Green "friend" who will
be available to answer questions at
any time, Glick said, noting that there
is no substitute for the personal
touch in recruiting students to the
campus.
In addition to the "Phone Power"
campaign, the admissions office will
join forces once again with the
Undergraduate Alumni Association to
host a series of receptions in major
Ohio cities for high school students
who have applied to the University.

Between Feb. 26 and March 5 the
Office of Admissions and
Undergraduate Alumni Association
will host six receptions for some
2,500 prospective students and their
parents in Akron, Shaker Heights,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton and
Toledo.
Glick noted that these receptions,
which have also been held the past
four years, are another excellent way
for the University to keep in touch
with prospective students and provide
personal answers to their questions.
Representatives from the faculty,
staff and student body will be on
hand at each reception. Also
attending each meeting will be Glick
and John Martin of the admissions
staff, Wendy Luther of the alumni
office, and Conrad McRoberts,
director of financial aid and student
employment.
The program is jointly funded by
the Undergraduate Alumni
Association and the admissions
office.
Although this is the fifth year for
the alumni/admissions receptions,
Glick said additional emphasis is
being placed this year on the
programs and on other activities,

such as "Phone Power," designed to
ensure that those students who are
admitted to Bowling Green actually
enroll.
The reason, he said, is that the
University is expecting a downturn in
the number of applications it receives
as the high school-age student
population decreases through the
remainder of the 1980s. That makes it
increasingly important that those·
students who are admitted choose to
attend Bowling Green.
Currently between 56 and 57 .
percent of those students who are
admitted to the University actually
choose to attend, and that
percentage must be increased if
Bowling Green is to maintain a strong
enrollment through the decade and
into the 1990s, Glick said. If the
University can implement programs
that successfully increase the
matriculation rate now while the
applicant pool is still relatively large,
Glick noted, it may lessen the impact
of the decreasing applicant pool.
In essence, he explained, the
"Phone Power" and
alumni/admissions receptions are
both part of the admissions office's
long-range planning.

The role fits

Poulifnenos is Figaro in upcoming opera
For Andreas Poulimenos, who has
delighted opera audiences around the
nation with his portrayals of seedy
characters and evil-doers, his role as
Figaro in the upcoming Opera Theatre
production of ''The Barber of Seville"
offers a change of pace.
"Figaro is more like me," says
Poulimenos, a baritone and an
associate professor of music
performance studies.
"I'm a comedian, always trying to
make things go well. I'm always up in
the air. Playing Figaro? I don't know
-that I'm playing him. I think I'm
playing myself, and would you believe
it, this is the first time I've been in a
·
part that fits me!"
When Poulimenos takes to the
stage March 2-4 in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center, he
will be the barber who manages to
get people in and out of trouble,
spread gossip, tries to help a count
win a girl away from her master and
plays an operatic interloper.
Compared to roles such as Scarpia
in Faust's ''Tosca," Figaro is a
"delightful character," although "a
difficult role for a baritone to sing,"
notes Poulimenos, whose past
performances have included frequent
appearances with the Michigan Opera
Theater in Detroit and the Bowling
Green Opera Theatre as well as with
companies elsewhere in the nation.
Part of his pleasure in playing
Figaro, he says, is having the
opportunity to work with Roy Lazarus,
the University's new opera director.
• "I'm excited about this year
because I'm working with Roy
Lazarus. As I perform around the
country, I ask people about him. He
has an outstanding reputation and
we're fortunate to have him. It's a
very professional attitude at
rehearsal. It's relaxed, but
demanding. He has unique ideas and
is able to express them to me and the
students."
Poulimenos sees no conflict in
casting faculty with students in

University productions and believes it
gives professional support to
students who have had little or no
exposure to opera.
He finds training students and
helping them polish their voices as
challenging as singing, possibly
because when he needed to polish
his own voice, he couldn't find a
"polisher."
He sang for years as a bass and
was told by Sherill Milnes (a leading
baritone with the Metropolitan Opera)
that he sounded like a baritone. When
a decision was made that he should
be a baritone, there was no one to
teach him how to be one.
Poulimenos had earned his
bachelor's and master's degrees from
Boston Conservatory and enrolled at
Michigan State University to work on
a Ph.D. and become a legitimate
baritone.

Rex Eikum, performance studies,
heard him sing and secured an
interview for him at the University.
Poulimenos joined the faculty in 1971.
After a few years of teaching
students, he taught himself to be a
baritone and is now sought by opera
companies across the country.
"I've been very lucky. I've never
auditioned for any roles I've sung.
The fact I'm singing with major
singers and not having to go through
cattle calls (auditions with dozens of
singers) tells me I'm capable, but I
still question my ability."
Tickets for the March 2-4
performances of ''The Barber of
Seville" are available now by phoning
372-0171. There is a $1 discount per
ticket for orders placed before Feb.
15. Regular ticket prices are $6, $4
and $2.

Andreas Poulimenos, music performance studies, will sing the role of Figaro
in the upcoming Opera Theatre production of "The Barber of Seville." Above,
he rehearses for the production with graduate music student Kim Kodes. The
opera will be presented March 2, 3 and 4 in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.

